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Language, Metaphor, Rhetoric: 
Nietzsche's Deconstruction of 

Epistemology 
A L A N  D. S C H R I F T  

Perhaps universal history is but the history of 
several metaphors. 

--Borges 

Der Philosoph in den Netzen der Sprache einge- 
fangen. 

--Nietzsche 

In  The Order of  Things, Michel Foucaul t  cites Nietzsche's "radical reflection 
u p o n  l anguage"  as, in par t ,  initiating the m o d e r n  epoch . '  While one  need  
not  agree  with this character iza t ion  of  modern i ty ,  Foucault 's  focusing on 
Nietzsche 's  reflection on  l anguage  br ings to the fore  an impor t an t  aspect  o f  
Nietzsche's  t h o u g h t  to which, until  quite recently,  little a t tent ion has been  
given. While m a n y  o f  Nietzsche's  c o m m e n t a t o r s  have acknowledged  his early 
work  as a p ro fe s so r  o f  classical philology at the Universi ty o f  Basel (186 9 -  
1879) on  rhe tor ic  and  language,  few have related Nietzsche's  early insights 
into the  na tu r e  o f  l anguage  to the work  o f  his so-called "ma tu re"  per iod.  ~ 

' Michel Foucault, The Order of Things (New York: Random House, Inc., 1973), 305 . Samuel 
IJsseling echoes this claim in his discussion of Nietzsche and rhetoric (see Rhetoric and Philosophy 
in Conflict, translated by Paul Dunphy [The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1976 ], lo6ff) as does 
Arthur C. Danto in his attempt to bring Nietzsche into dialogue with contemporary analytic 
philosophy (see Nietzsche as Philosopher [New York: Columbia University Press, 1965], esp. 11-14 
and 83-87). 

' A notable exception is Daniel Breazeale; see "The Word, the World, and Nietzsche" in 
Philosophical Forum, Vol. 6, Nos. 2- 3 (Winter-Spring 1975): 3Ol-2O. 

[3711 
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More of ten than not, Nietzsche's break with the academic world o f  classi- 
cal philology is r ega rded  as an indication o f  a significant turn in the 
Nietzschean project, dividing his earlier, strictly "scholarly" pursuits f rom 
his more  "philosophically" significant later work as the revaluator  o f  val- 
ues and  phi losopher  o f  the overman  and the eternal recurrence.  In  the 
following discussion, this strict division between the "young" and the "ma- 
ture" Nietzsche will be b rough t  into question. It will be shown that Ni- 
etzsche's early views on language,  while no longer  pursued  as a specific 
topic o f  inquiry, remain  a consistent theme th roughou t  the entirety o f  his 
wri t ings)  Moreover ,  his views on language will be seen to inform many of  
his later positions insofar as many of  Nietzsche's criticisms of  the tradi- 
tional problems of  metaphysics and epistemology will reveal themselves to 
be a consequence  o f  some o f  his earliest insights into the nature  o f  lan- 
guage and metaphor .  It  will thus be suggested that this concept ion o f  
language is essential for unde r s t and ing  some of  Nietzsche's more  vitriolic 
and polemical counterdoct r ines  to the traditional philosophical quest for  
knowledge and  truth.  

F rom the beginning,  Nietzsche's explorat ions into the nature  o f  language 
are directed toward demyst ifying the philosophical pretensions o f  t ruth and 
knowledge,  as man's  quest for knowledge reveals itself to be g r o u n d e d  on 
the " fundamen ta l  h u m a n  drive": "the drive toward the format ion of  meta- 
phor  [Trieb zur Metapherbildung]" (MA VI: 88; K G W  I I I ,  2: 381; WL 

3 The source for many of Nietzsche's remarks on language will be the Philosophenbuch, a 
collection of Nietzsche's notes of 1872-1875. Letters from this period (see, for example, June 
11, 1872 to E. Rohde; November 21, 1872 to E. Rohde; December 7, 1872 to E. Rhode; 
February 24, 1873 to C. von Gersdorff; March 22, 1873 to E. Rohde) make reference to a work 
in progress on pre-Platonic philosophy. This work was to be composed of two parts: a "histori- 
cal" section, part of which has appeared as "Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks," and a 
"theoretical" section. Some of the notes for this "theoretical" section were given the title Philoso- 
phenbuch by the editors of the Musarionausgabe (Vol. VI: l - i  19) and under this title were 
included four subdivisions: "The Last Philosopher. The Philosopher. Reflections on the 
Struggle between Art and Knowledge" (1872), "The Philosopher as Cultural Physician" (1873), 
"On Truth and Lies in a Non-moral Sense" (1873), and "The Struggle between Science and 
Wisdom" (1875) . These notes, along with two other collections ("On the Pathos of Truth" 
[1872 ] and "Thoughts on the Meditation; Philosophy in Hard Times" [1873]) have recently 
been edited and translated by Daniel Breazeale in Philosophy and Truth (N.J.: Humanities Press, 
1979). To facilitate reference, citations from these works will take the following form: page 
reference from the Musarionau~gabe; fragment reference, when available, from the Colli and 
Montinari Kritische Gesamtausgabe; and chapter title followed by paragraph number from the 
Breazeale translation. 
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2, 88). 4 This is to say, human knowledge is possible only by means of  language 
and, in Nietzsche's view, language reveals itself to be founded on man's capacity 
for the creation of  metaphor. At the center of  Nietzsche's position is his critique 
of  the philosophical faith in concepts and the representational nature of  lan- 
guage. Whereas philosophy had traditionally conceived knowledge to be a mir- 
roring of  reality with the aid of  concepts (words) as representations [Vorstellun- 
gen] of  that reality, Nietzsche argues that "the intellect unfolds its principle 
powers in dissimulation [VersteUung]" (MA VI, 76; KGW III, 2: 37o; WL 1, 8o). 
The primary example of  this dissimulation is the process of  naming; philoso- 
phy itself, says Nietzsche, begins with the legislation of  nomenclature (cf. PtZG 
3: "ein Namengeben ist mit [Philosophie] verbunden."). It is this process of  naming 
which gives rise to concepts, seen as the consequence of an artificial process of  
differentiation, classification, and designation (cf. KGW III, 3: 3[15]: "Ein ge- 
merktes Symbol ist immer ein Begriff: man begreift, was man bezeichnen und 
unterscheiden kann."). In naming, what is at best similar is designated as identi- 
cal by virtue of  bestowing upon what is similar the same name (see KGW III, 4: 
3o[3o]; PB 47)- It is in this sense that "knowledge" appears as the rapid classifi- 
cation and categorization of  things that are similar to each other (MA VI, 49; 

F W  
GD = 
GM = 
GT = 
H = 
j c8  = 

K G W  = 
M = 
MA = 
M A M  = 
p = 

4 In citations from Nietzsche's texts, I have used the following abbreviations (numerals 
refer to numbered sections unless otherwise noted): 
A = The Antichrist 

= The Gay Science 
Twilight o f  the Idols 
On the Genealogy of  Morals 
The Birth of  Tragedy 
On the Use and Abuse of  History 
Beyond Good and Evil  
Nietzsche Werke. Kritische Gesamtausgabe, edited by G. Colli and M. Montinari 
Daybreak 
Nietzsches Gesammelte Werke (Musarionausgabe) 
Human, All-Too-Human 
" T h e  Last Philosopher. The Philosopher. Reflections on the Struggle between Art 
and Knowledge." 

P A K  = " T h e  Philosopher as Cultural Physician" 
PB = "Philosophy in Hard Times" 
PtZG = Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks 
P W  = " P a t h o s  o f  T r u t h "  

Rh = "Lecture on Rhetoric" in MA, V o l .  V :  2 9 5 - 3 1 9  . 

W M  = The Will  to Power 
WS = The Wanderer and his Shadow 
W W K  = " T h e  Struggle between Science and Wisdom" 
Z = Thus Spoke Zarathustra 

While making use of  all available translations, the ultimate responsibility for the translations 
which appear in this paper is my own. 
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K G W  I I I, 4 :19 [  19]; P 13 l) and  that  the fo rmat ion  o f  concepts  is the equat ion o f  
things which are  not  equal.  L a n g u a g e  is thus not  an ins t rumen t  o f  represen ta -  
tion, for  there  is ul t imately no th ing  to be represen ted :  

all presence is a two-fold representation: first as image, then as image of the image. 
Life is the incessant procreation of this double representat ion: . . ,  the empirical 

world only appears and becomes. (KGW III ,  3: 7[175]: alles Vorhandene ist in doppelter 
Weise Vorstellung: einmal als Bild dann als Bild des Bildes. Leben istjenes unabI~issige 
Erzeugen dieser doppelten Vorstellungen: . . .  Die empirische Welt erscheint nur, und 
wird.) 
In becoming, the representative nature of the things shows itself: it gives nothing, it/s 
nothing, everything becomes, i.e., is representation [es gibt nichts, es/st nichts, alles 
wird, d.h. ist Vorstellung]. (KGW III ,  3: 7[2o3]) 

This  is to say, for  Nietzsche l anguage  is mere ly  a sum o f  concepts  which are  
themselves  the artistic imposi t ion o f  an image  or  hieroglyphic  sign u p o n  o the r  
images  (see K G W  I I I ,  3:8[41 ]). At the origin o f  l anguage  thus stands the pr imal  
force [Urkrafl] o f  the artist  whose creative power  is recognized in the pr imal  
process [Urprozess] o f  wor ld -p roduc t ion  as an infinite regress  o f  images  (see 
K G W  I I I ,  3: 7[ 175]: "Auf  diese Momente ist es bei der Weltsch6pfung abgesehen: jetzt 
gibt es ein Bild des Bildes des Bildes. [In these moments ,  it is wor ld -p roduc t ion  that  
is in tended:  now the re  is an image  o f  the images o f  images.]"). 

Si tuated within this nominalist ic view o f  knowledge,  couched as it is in 
S c h o p e n h a u e r i a n  te rminology,  is metaphor, which for  Nietzsche "means  to 
t rea t  s o m e t h i n g  as identical which has been  recognized as similar in one  
point"  (KGW I I I ,  4: 19[~49]). This  definit ion puts for th  the first o f  
Nietzsche 's  two most  f r equen t  uses o f  " m e t a p h o r "  in his early writings: the 
identification, t h r o u g h  words,  o f  things which are  not  the same. T h e  o the r  
p r i m a r y  use Nietzsche makes  o f  m e t a p h o r  is d rawn f r o m  his r ead ing  o f  
Aristotle 's  Poetics: "a m e t a p h o r  is the car ry ing  over  [Obertragung] of  a word  
whose usual m e a n i n g  is some th ing  else, e i ther  f r o m  the genus to the species, 
f r o m  the species to the genus,  f r o m  species to species, o r  accord ing  to pro-  
por t ion"  (Rh, 317). 5 However ,  he  general izes f r o m  Aristotle 's restr ict ion o f  

5 Cf. Aristotle, Poetics 2 i. Nietzsche delivered a lecture course on ancient rhetoric at the Uni- 
versity of Basel early in the 187o's, and part of the notes for this course have been published in the 
Musarionausgabe. While the Musarion editors date the construction of these notes for presentation 
in the summer semester, 1874, the French translators have argued that these notes were more likely 
written for presentation in the winter semester of 1872 (See "Rh6torique et language" translated by 
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, Pd~tique 5 [197q, P- 1 o 1). While the controversy 
regarding the date of origin of these notes is far from resolved (for example, Samuel IJsseling [Rhe- 
toric and Philosophy in Conflict, p. t 07] and Joachim Goth [ Nietzsche und die Rhetorik (Tubingen: Max 
Niemeyer Verlag, t97o), p. 2] subscribe to the Musarion editors dating while Paul DeMan [Allego- 
ries of Reading (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), p. lo 4] and Lawrence M. Hinman ["Ni- 
etzsche, Metaphor, and Truth" in Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, Vol. 43, No. 2, (Dec., 
1982)] side with the French), it will be sufficient for the present purpose to note that either date will 
situate these notes as contemporaneous with the notes of the Philosophenbuch. 
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metaphor to a linguistic "carrying over," and comes to regard any transfer- 
ence from one sphere to another (e.g., physical to spiritual, literal to figura- 
tive, audible to visual, subject to object, etc.) as an instance of metaphor. This 
second use of metaphor is clearly exhibited in his coming to view the con- 
cepts with which knowledge operates as the result of a three-stage meta- 
phorical translation: "To begin with, a nerve stimulus is transferred [iibertra- 
gen] into an image: first metaphor. The image, in turn is imitated in a 
sound: second metaphor" (MA VI, 79; KGW III, 2: 373; WL x, 82). And 
from this sound (i.e., the word) comes the concept: third metaphor (see MA 
VI, 2 1  ; KGW III, 4: 19167]; P 55). In this series of metaphorical translations 
(nerve impulse--image--sound/word--concept),  what Nietzsche isolates is 
an expressive transference through four experiential spheres: physiology, 
intellect, acoustics-linguistics, abstraction. Each is marked by a selective, cre- 
ative carrying over from one "language" to another and, as such, Nietzsche 
wants to rule out any question of  establishing a "proper relation" or literal 
translation between spheres: "between two absolutely different spheres, as 
between subject and object, there is no causality, no correctness, no expres- 
sion, but at most an aesthetic relation: I mean, a suggestive transference, a 
stammering translation into a completely foreign language. For which there 
is required, in any case, a freely inventive intermediate sphere and mediat- 
ing force" (MA VI: 85; KGW III, 2: 378; WL l, 85). It is in this "inventive 
intermediate sphere" that man's capacity for metaphor-formation is opera- 
tive and, as a result of  this "mediating force," the claims of  "knowledge" 
become a completely human affair. 

Because of  the obtrusiveness of  man's metaphorical capacity, Nietzsche 
views the conclusions which man's knowledge-drive [Erkenntnisstrieb] derives 
from concepts to be thoroughly anthropomorphic (see P 41, 64, 77, 78, 8o; 
PAK 171, 174; PtZG 11; WL passim). To take just one example, consider the 
following discussion of  the origin of "Being": 

The concept of Being! As if this concept did not indicate the most miserable empiri- 
cal origin already in the etymology of the word. For esse at bottom means "to 
breathe": if man uses it of all other things, then he transfers the conviction that he 
himself breathes and lives by means of a metaphor, that is, by means of something 
illogical to other things and conceives of their existence as a breathing according to 
human analogy. Now the original meaning of the word soon becomes effaced; so 
much however still remains that man conceives of the existence of other things 
according to the analogy of his own existence, therefore anthropomorphically, and in 
any case by means of an illogical transference. (PtZG 11) 

For Nietzsche, a concept is thus revealed to be merely "the residue of  a 
metaphor," merely a word which is abstracted and generalized and "simulta- 
neously has to fit coundess more or less similar cases" (MA VI, 81-83; KGW 
III, 2: 374-76; WL l, 83-85). As such, while we believe and behave as if the 
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concept were something factual, it is revealed by Nietzsche to have been 
"constructed through a process of  ignoring all individual features. We pre- 
suppose that nature behaves in accordance with such a concept. But in this 
case, first nature and then the concept are anthropomorphic. The omitting of 
what is individual provides us with the concept, and with this our knowledge 
begins: in categorizing [Rubrizieren], in the establishment of classes. But the 
essence of  things does not correspond to this: it is a process of knowledge 
which does not touch upon the essence of things" (MA VI, 58; KGW III, 4: 
191936]; P 15o ). 

In this scheme, the hope for knowledge as the adequatio intellectus et rei, 
for language as accurately representing reality, is completely dashed, for 
even at the level of  so-called "pure perception" metaphors are already oper- 
ating (see MA VI, 78, 54; KGW III, 2:372, III, 4: 191917]; WL 1, 86, P 144 ). 
It is in the context of these remarks that Nietzsche's famous definition of 
truth is found: "What then is truth? A mobile army of  metaphors, metony- 
mies, and anthropomorphisms---in short, a sum of human relations which 
have been poetically and rhetorically enhanced, transposed, and em- 
bellished, and which after long use seem fixed, canonical and binding to a 
people: truths are illusions which we have forgotten are illusions; metaphors 
which are worn out and without sensuous power, coins which have lost their 
picture and now matter only as metal, no longer as coin" (MA VI, 81; KGW 
III, 9: 374-75; WL 1, 84). Far from corresponding to reality, what we take 
as truth is a thorough-going anthropomorphism, the application of the 
usual, conventional metaphors. It is only by forgetting their originary, meta- 
phorical origin and congealing the metaphor into a "concept" that truth and 
knowledge are possible. Nietzsche's point, however, is not to indict the for- 
getting of  metaphor so much as to restrain the philosopher's arrogant claims 
to knowledge. 

Knowing is nothing but working with the favorite metaphors, an imitation [Nachah- 
men] which is no longer felt to be an imitation. Naturally, therefore, it cannot pene- 
trate to the realm of t ru th . . .  
Imitation is the opposite of knowing, to the extent that knowing certainly does not want 
to admit any transference, but wishes instead to cling to the impression without 
metaphor and apart from the consequences. The impression is petrified for this 
purpose; it is captured and stamped by means of concepts. Then it is killed, skinned, 
mummified, and preserved as a concept. 

But there is no "real" expression and no real knowing apart from metaphor. But 
deception on this point remains, i.e., the belief in a truth of sense impressions. The most 
accustomed metaphors, the usual ones, now pass for truths and as standards for 
measuring the rarer ones. The only intrinsic difference here is the difference between 
custom and novelty, frequency and rarity. (MA VI, 57; KGW III, 4: 191228]; P 149) 

Throughout  these notes, we find numerous references to the misconcep- 
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tion of  language as adequately expressing some "natural" relationship be- 
tween words and things as well as the view that knowledge "involves the 
identification of things which are not the same, of things which are only similar" 
(MA VI: 58; KGW III, 4: 191236]; P 15o)- In so doing, we see exhibited a 
strategy which Nietzsche returns to again and again throughout his writings, 
i.e., the focus on some mistaken belief so as to bring to the fore the geneal- 
ogy of  this belief, that is, to raise the question "Why did such a belief arise?" 
In the case of  these erroneous claims to "knowledge," the motivating force 
for these errors is what Nietzsche calls the "pathos of truth." This pathos of  
truth strives for fixity, for static conceptual points of reference around 
which to organize a systematic body of  beliefs. The truth comes to be fixed 
and generalized by means of  concepts and is, as something static, capable of  
being possessed: "philosophy and religion as a longing for property" (KGW 
III, 4: 29[224]; PB 6o). While Nietzsche acknowledges that a certain amount 
of  security is to be gained as a consequence of  the possession of  such fixed 
and certain truths, this security is attained at the expense of  a denigration of  
man's creative power: "Only by forgetting this primitive world of  metaphor, 
only by means of  the petrification and coagulation of  a mass of  images which 
originally streamed from the primal faculty of  human imagination like a 
fiery liquid, only in the invincible faith that this sun, this window, this table is 
a truth in itself, in short, only by forgetting that he himself is an artistically 
creating subject, does man live with any repose, security and consistency" 
(MA VI, 84; KGW III, 2: 337; WL 1, 85). 

This is to say, while Nietzsche acknowledges the necessity of truth, the 
necessity of  forgetting the creative, metaphorical origin of  concepts, he nev- 
ertheless objects to the certainty of  these "truths" as the primary criterion 
upon which their value is to be judged.  Nietzsche views philosophy as having 
come to be dominated by an unbridled "knowledge-drive which judges more 
and more according to the degree of  certainty," whereas he argues that "the 
only criterion which counts for us is the aesthetic criterion" (MA VI: 13; 
KGW III, 4: 19137]; P 4 1 )  .6 Ultimately, to accept the certainty of  truth as a 
criterion of  value is, for Nietzsche, to judge  truth on moral grounds. In his 
view, "truth makes its appearance as a social necessity" (MA VI: 38; KGW 
III, 4: 191175]; P 91), and the conception of  truth as certainty has arisen as a 
consequence of  man's entering into a community. The harmony of such a 
community requires these "truths" as "uniformly valid and binding designa- 

6 This is one of the major themes in The Birth of Tragedy, in which Nietzsche first at tempted 
to replace morality with art as "the truly metaphysical activity of man" (GT SC5) while arguing 
that "it is only as an aesthetic phenomenon that existence and the world are eternally justified" (GT 
5, 24). 
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tions" (MA VI: 78; KGW III, 9: 371; WL 1, 81). Without such uniform, 
obligatory designations, the community cannot function: "We suffer from 
the malady of  words and have no trust in any feeling that is not stamped 
with its special word" (H lo). The liar, in this context, is thus one who abuses 
or fails to adhere to the "linguistic conventions." But at a deeper  level, the 
level of  truth and lies in a non-moral sense, truths are themselves "lies," they 
are "illusions which we have forgotten are illusions" and to be truthful is 
merely "to lie according to a fixed convention" (MA VI: 89; KGW III, 2: 
375; WL 1, 84). It is at this level that Nietzsche's inquiry seeks to operate and 
it is in this context that he seeks to replace the criterion of  certainty with that 
of  aesthetics: "the beauty and grandeur of  an interpretation of  the world 
[einer Weltconstruction] (alias philosophy) is what is now decisive for its value, 
i.e., it is judged  as art" (MA VI: 18; KGW III, 4: 19147]; P 49). This choice of  
aesthetic criteria is, for Nietzsche, one of  necessity, for the criteria by which 
to judge  correctness or certainty are not available to man: "the correct per- 
ception--which would mean the adequate expression of  the object in a 
subject--as a contradictory impossibility: for between two absolutely differ- 
ent spheres, as between subject and object, there is no causality, no correct- 
ness, no expression: there is, at most an aesthetic relation" (MA VI: 85; KGW 
III, 9: 379; WL l, 86). 

The consequences which Nietzsche draws from the views of  language as 
providing no information about things as they are in themselves and truth as 
forgotten, congealed metaphors is that questions of  epistemology come to be 
seen more appropriately as questions of  rhetoric. Nietzsche arrives at this 
conclusion by means of  the following sort of  reasoning: inasmuch as epistem- 
ology (and philosophy in general) proceeds by means of  language, and lan- 
guage is essentially rhetorical (persuasive, seductive), all questions regarding 
language and, ipso facto, regarding philosophy are questions of  rhetoric. 
Nietzsche asserts that "the deepest philosophical knowledge lies ready-made 
in language" (MA V: 467, from a fragment entitled "On the Origin of  
Language") and concludes that "words are the seducers of  philosophers: 
they struggle in the nets of  language" (KGW IV, 1: 6[39]; WWK 199 ). This 
ready-made knowledge which lies in language never captures the "full es- 
sence of  things." Rather, "with respect to their meanings, all words are in 
themselves and from the beginning tropes. Instead of  that which truly takes 
place, they present a sound image, which fades away in time: language never 
expresses something completely, but displays only a feature which appears 
outstanding to it [sondern hebt nur ein ihr hervorstechend scheinendes Merkmal 
hervor]" (Rh, 299; see also KGW III, 3: 817~]). Man's creative, aesthetic 
powers are thus present at the origin of  language and from language we can 
derive no more knowledge than we have already incorporated into it: "The 
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full essence of  things will never be grasped. Our  utterances by no means wait 
until our  perception and experience have provided us with a many-sided, 
somehow respectable knowledge of  things; they result immediately when the 
impulse is perceived. Instead of  the thing, the sensation takes in only a 
feature. That  is the first viewpoint: language is rhetoric, because it wishes to 
convey only a doxa, not an epist~m~" (Rh, 298). 

Ironically borrowing here from Plato's own rhetoric, we find Nietzsche 
attempting to deconstruct the authority which post-Platonic epistemology 
has endeavored to attain. Because language is a human creation which ex- 
presses only anthropomorphic relations, all the results drawn from linguistic 
use are, on Plato's own criteria from the "Divided Line," merely opinions, 
illusions, doxa, and not knowledge (epist~m~) at all. For all his hostility toward 
rhetoric (see, e.g., the Gorgias and Phaedrus and Nietzsche's discussions of  
Plato's view of  rhetoric in Rh, 289ff as well as his lecture notes entitled 
"Introduction to the Study of  the Platonic Dialog," [MA IV: 367-443]), 
Plato, because he spoke and wrote with language, is himself condemned by 
Nietzsche to the realm of  rhetoric. 

Nietzsche's move away from the representational model of language and 
toward a rhetorical model thus has a two-fold consequence: it both limits the 
authority of  epistemology while at the same time broadening the scope of  
rhetorical inquiry. Tropes are no longer viewed, as they had been in classical 
discussions of  rhetoric, as having a simply ornamental value which is deriva- 
tive upon a standard drawn from proper, literal usage. 7 Instead, Nietzsche's 
Course on Rhetoric posits the trope as the paradigmatic case of  linguistic 
usage: "tropes are not just  occasionally added to words but constitute their 
most proper  nature. It makes no sense to speak of  a 'proper meaning' which 
is carried over only in special cases. There is just as little distinction between 
actual words and tropes as there is between ordinary speech [regelrechten 

7 It should be pointed out that Nietzsche's move beyond the "ornamental" view of tropes is 
not wholly original. In fact, as both DeMan (Allegories of Reading, lo4-o5) and the French 
translators of  his Rhetorik (1oo-o3) point out, Nietzsche borrows freely from a number of 
rhetorical studies which appeared in the decade prior to his lectures. Lacoue-Labarthe and 
Nancy, in the Introduction to their translation of  the Rhetorik, go so far as to suggest that we 
view Nietzsche's lectures as a "collage" of insights which he drew from a number of current 
textbooks for the study of  classical rhetoric, especially Richard Volkmann's Die Rhetorik der 
Griechen und R6mer in systematischer Obersicht dargesteUt (Berlin: Ebeling und Plahn, 1872), Gustav 
Berger's Die Spache als Kunst (Bromberg: Mittler'sche Buchhandlung, 187e) and Friedrich 
Blass' Die griechische Beredsamkeit in dem Zeitraum yon Alexander bis auf Augustus (Berlin: 1865). 
This is not to say, however, that Nietzsche's work in rhetoric is wholly unoriginal. As we shall 
see, the originality of his discussion is located in Nietzsche's application of these rhetorical 
insights to a deconstruction of  certain philosophical "errors." 
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Retie] and the so-called rhetorical figures. What is called ordinary speech 
[gewOhnliche Rede] is actually all figuration" (Rh, 30o). 

This tropological view of  language appears throughout Nietzsche's early 
writings and numerous examples of  the sort of  rhetorical analysis that he 
advocates can be found in these notes. 8 Taking just one of  these examples, 
we shall briefly look at some of  his references to the role of  metonymy in 
language. 

Metonymy, metaphor, and synecdoche are the three tropes which 
Nietzsche emphasizes in his Lecture on Rhetoric. While the extensions of  
these three basic tropes frequently overlap, Nietzsche principally defines 
metonymy as the "substitution of  cause and effect" (Rh, ~99). ~ The primary 
manifestation of  such a substitution is the confusion of  an entity with its 
consequences. This metonymic substitution is essential for the processes of  
abstraction and concept-formation (see KGW III, 4: t912o4])- In the Rhetoric, 
he singles out the transition from eid~ to icleai in Plato as instructive, for 
"here metonymy, the substitution of  cause and effect, is complete" (Rh, 319)- 
This is to say, in Plato we find complete the attribution of  the characteristics 

s For an interesting application of such a rhetorical analysis, see Hayden White's discussion 
of Nietzsche in chapter  nine of  Metahistory: The Historical Imag'ination in Nineteenth-Century Europe 
(Baltimore: Johns  Hopkins University Press, 1973), 331-74. In particular, see his analysis of  On 
the Use and Abuse of History, where Nietzsche's three methods of historiography (monumental,  
antiquarian, critical) are viewed as history conceived in the modes of metonymy, synecdoche, 
and irony, respectively (cf. 351 ff). White argues that whereas Nietzsche did not explicitly resort 
to such a tropological analysis in the second of his Untimely Meditations, he could have reinforced 
his "proposed antidote" to the excess of these three forms of historiography by returning to his 
discussion of metaphor,  inasmuch as "history in the metaphorical mode is really what is behind 
his defense of what he called the 'superhistoricar and 'unhistorical' points of view in the last 
section of  'The Use and Abuse of History' " (352). 

Kenneth Burke, in Appendix  D ("Four Master Tropes") of A Grammar of Motives (Cleve- 
land: The  World Publishing Co., a962), engages in an analysis which bears a striking resem- 
blance to Nietzsche's. The  four master tropes for Burke are metaphor,  metonymy, synecdoche, 
and irony and he distinguished between their "figurative" (rhetorical) and "literal" or "realistic" 
usages: 

For metaphor, we could substitute perspective; 
For metonymy, we could substitute reduction; 
For synecdoche, we could substitute representation; 
For irony, we could substitute dialectic. (5o3) 

These distinctions, Burke is quick to point out, are "evanescen t . . .  tbr not only does the 
dividing line between the figurative and the literal usages shift, but also the four tropes shade 
into one another"  (5o3). While by no means a Nietzsche scholar, Burke was perhaps the first to 
comment  on the connection between metaphor  and perspective in Nietzsche (see his Permanence 
and Change [N.Y.: New Republic, Inc., 1935], 116-27), a connectiorr which Sarah Kofman 
focuses on in Nietzsche et la m~taphore (Paris: Payot, 1972) and which will be addressed in what 
follows. 
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of the effect (the e/de, the shape or form of  that which appears) to the ideal or 
ideal forms as cause. This Platonic substitution is by no means an isolated 
instance; rather, Nietzsche locates metonymy, the "false inference" from ef- 
fect to cause, at the essence of  all synthetic judgement:  "A synthetic judge- 
ment describes a thing according to its consequences, i.e., essence and conse- 
quences become identified, i.e., a metonymy" (MA VI: 59; KGW III, 4: 19[~49]; P 
152). Metonymy thus resides at the center of  all synthetic definitions, for in 
defining something (Nietzsche uses as an example: "The pencil is an elon- 
gated body."), we inevitably incorporate anthropomorphic relations and rela- 
tions of  any sort "can never be the essence, but only consequences of  this 
essence" (MA VI: 59; KGW III, 4: 191242]; P a52)- He concludes that it is of  
the nature of  definitions to involve a 'false equation" and that to employ any 
synthetic inference "presupposes the popular metaphysics, i.e., the metaphys- 
ics which regards effects as causes. The concept 'pencil' is confused with the 
'thing' pencil. The 'is' of  a synthetic judgement  is false, it includes a transfer- 
ence: two different spheres, between which there can never be an equation, 
are placed next to each other" (MA VI, 59; KGW III, 4: 191242]; P 152). 

Throughout  Nietzsche's discussion of  rhetoric in the early writings, one 
can find numerous instances of  this sort o f  analysis. While the objects ana- 
lyzed may differ, the strategy which is operative within these analyses re- 
mains the same. Nietzsche consistently attempts to demystify the authority 
which has been bestowed upon language through a strategic deconstruction 
of  the traditional rhetorical distinction between figurative and literal lan- 
guage. By showing that all language is by its nature figurative, Nietzsche 
does not merely intend to invert the traditional view of the primacy of  the 
literal and the derivative status of  the figurative. Rather, his attempt to 
reveal the literal/figurative distinction as an illusion is directed toward shak- 
ing the security of  the linguistic foundations upon which philosophy since its 
inception has been built. '~ This is to say, Nietzsche regards the construction of 
the philosophical systems of  the past (Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Kant, et.al.) 

,o Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe arrives at a similar conclusion in "Le detour (Nietzsche et la 
rh~torique)," first published in Po~tique 5 (1971): 53-76 and reprinted in Le Sujet de la philosophie 
(Typographies I) (Paris: Aubier-Flammarion, 1979), 31-74. He argues that "Nietzsche seeks to 
confront the language of  philosophy and science with the question of its pretension to truth, of 
its desire for a pure and simple literality,--of its proper meaning, if you will" (Po~tique 5, 53). 
For Lacoue-Labarthe, Nietzsche only considers rhetoric in his effort to reveal the essence of 
language and he can locate in Nietzsche no fixed concept of rhetoric other than as the founda- 
tion of  a certain linguistic usage (see 59). In analyzing the relation between Nietzsche's Rhetorik 
and The Birth of Tragedy, Lacoue-Labarthe concludes that Nietzsche's "detour" into rhetoric is 
ultimately directed toward the possibility of recovering the primal language of myth (see 7 ~-  
76). 
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to be grounded on an unquestioned faith in the primacy of the literal, and 
shaking this faith will be a first step toward dismantling these systematic 
constructions, ll The success of  the Nietzschean de-construction will not allow 
the philosopher to escape from within the nets of  language, however; but 
facilitating such an escape was never his intention. Rather, by revealing the 
hope of  a literal designation and an adequate, natural relation between 
words and things to be unrealizable, Nietzsche directs himself toward the 
critical task of  demonstrating that philosophers do not know what they think 
they "know." It must be pointed out, however, that this critical task is by no 
means restricted to Nietzsche's early writings. Again and again, he returns to 
the task of  demystifying the epistemological pretensions of  philosophy. '~ To 
an examination of  some of  the ways in which this task reappears in his later 
w o r k s  w e  m u s t  n o w  t u r n .  

In his early account of  language, we find Nietzsche experimenting with 
four themes which recur in various ways throughout his writings. These 
four themes are all loosely woven around his deconstruction of  many of  our 
claims about what we think we know about the world. The first two themes 
are critical: Nietzsche's rejection of  two of  the traditional doctrines of  episte- 

" This discussion provides me with an opportunity to explain my choice of the term 
"deconstruction" in describing Nietzsche's critical project. This choice is guided more by my 
interpretation of Nietzsche's philosophical project than by an intention to align myself with a 
certain style of philosophizing. Throughou t  Nietzsche's discussion of the philosophical tradi- 
tion, he utilizes metaphors from architecture to characterize philosophical systems as a sort of 
construction [Bauen]. This is seen nowhere more clearly than in "Truth  and Lies in a Non-moral 
Sense," where he views man as a "genius of construction [Baugenie]" while tracing the evolution 
of  the epistemologist's "conceptual edifice [Bau der Begriffel" through such figures as the bee- 
hive, the tower, the medieval fortress, the Egyptian pyramid, the Roman columbarium, and the 
spider's web. In his project of  transvaluing all values, the first step will be to trace these 
epistemological constructionss back to their origins, that is, to genealogically, decipher their 
source in a strong or weak will to power. In the context of the present discussion, Nietzsche's 
critique of  philosophical language thus takes the form of a de-construction, an Ab-bau of these 
systems, a dismantling or undoing of their epistemological constructions by tracing them back to 
their metaphorical or rhetorical roots. 

'* Paul DeMan has specifically focused on the role of metonymy, discussed above, as the 
"substitution of cause and effect" in "Nietzsche's Theory of Rhetoric," in Symposium: A Quarterly 
Journal in Modern Foreign Literatures (Spring x974): 33-51 (reprinted as chapter five of Allegories 
of Reading). He views Nietzsche's deconstruction of many of the traditional philosophical opposi- 
tions (subject/object, inner  world/outer world, cause/effect) in The Will to Power as being 
groundea  on Nietzsche's reversal of  the metonymic false inferences which have animated West- 
ern metaphysical thinking since Plato. While DeMan focuses on The Will to Power (especially WM 
479), one could apply Nietzsche's discussion of metonymy to a number  of other passages in his 
later writings. For example, one could show, without much trouble, Nietzsche's discussion in 
Twilight of the Idols of "The Four Great Errors" (the errors of "mistaking cause for conse- 
quences," of "false causality," of  "imaginary causes," and of  "free will") to be in each case an 
instance of the metonymic "false inference" from effect to cause. 
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mology: the correspondence theory of truth and the referential theory of 
meaning. The criticisms of these two doctrines are grounded on two of  
Nietzsche's basic insights: the view of  language as a human creation which 
remains essentially separate from "reality" and the view of the world as a 
process of  becoming. While he dispenses with a strictly rhetorical account of  
knowledge in giving expression to these four themes in his later works, their 
expression continues to focus, to a large extent, on the phenomenon of  
language. This is to say, while he no longer resorts primarily to the rhetori- 
cal terminology of "metaphor" and "tropes," Nietzsche continues to discuss 
the epistemological illusions inherent in words and grammar. By focusing on 
this recurrent  experimentation with linguistic phenomena, we will be able to 
trace the genealogy of Nietzsche's perspectival account of  knowledge back to 
his earliest rhetorical insights. 

As we saw above, an essential aspect of  Nietzsche's early nominalistic 
critique of  knowledge is the triple metaphorical transference from nerve 
impulse to image to word to concept. Each stage in this series marks a 
translation from one experiential sphere to another: physiological--intellec- 
tual-acoustic-linguistic-abstract.  While he no longer refers explicitly to 
these "translations" as "metaphorical" transferences, this series continues to 
inform Nietzsche's thinking. To cite just two examples: "Words are acousti- 
cal signs [Tonzeichen] for concepts; concepts, however, are more or less defi- 
nite image-signs [Bildzeichen] for often recurring and associating sensations, 
for groups of  sensations" (JGB ~68). "First images--to explain how images 
arise in the spirit. Then  words, applied to images. Finally concepts, possible 
only when there are words-- the collecting together of many images in some- 
thing nonvisible but audible (words)" (WM 506). As he did earlier, Nietzsche 
continues to use this genetic analysis of  concepts in order  to dismantle two 
reigning epistemological illusions: the referential theory of meaning and the 
correspondence theory of  truth. The former asserts that language, by virtue 
of  its powers of representation, stands in some sort of  privileged relation 
(adequatio) to an extralinguistic referent  or meaning ("reality"), while the 
latter designates as "truth" that which stands in such a relation of adequation 
or correspondence to reality. While Nietzsche often blurs the distinction 
between these two theories, frequent objections to each doctrine can be 
found throughout  his later writings. 

Taking the referential theory first, Nietzsche continues to assert that 
language, by its nature an anthropomorphic creation, cannot provide us 
with "correct" information about that which lies "outside" language. In other 
words, there is an unbridgeable gap between "words" and "things" (see Z 
"The Convalescent" 2). What man does with language is create another 
world, one which induces us "to think of things as simpler than they are, as 
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s e p a r a t e ,  indivis ible ,  ex i s t ing  in the  abso lu t e"  (WS t l).  I t  is no t  l a n g u a g e  
which  is m i s t a k e n ,  bu t  r a t h e r  the  be l i e f  that ,  with l a n g u a g e ,  m a n  possesses  
k n o w l e d g e  o f  the  wor ld :  " T h e  m a k e r  o f  l a n g u a g e  was not  h o n e s t  e n o u g h  to 
t h ink  t ha t  he  on ly  gave  d e s i g n a t i o n s  to th ings ,  he  be l i eved  r a t h e r  tha t  wi th  
w o r d s  he  pos se s sed  the  h ighes t  k n o w l e d g e  o f  th ings"  (MAM 11). Nie tzsche  
c o n c l u d e s  t ha t  we m u s t  u n d e r s t a n d  o u r  m e a n s  o f  e x p r e s s i o n  as m e r e  semio t -  
ics [blosse Semiotik] a n d  thus ,  " the  d e m a n d  fo r  an  a d e q u a t e  m o d e  o f  e x p r e s -  
s ion is senseless"  (WM 625). Because  it is o f  the  n a t u r e  o f  l a n g u a g e  to 
e x p r e s s  a m e r e l y  a n t h r o p o m o r p h i c  r e l a t ionsh ip ,  it is poin t less  to i nqu i r e  as 
to the  r e f e r e n t i a l  a ccu racy  o f  the  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  the  d e s i g n a t e d  ob jec t  ou t s ide  
o f  its r e l a t i o n s h i p  wi th  the  d e s i g n a t o r .  ,3 

At  this po in t ,  we can  see h o w  Nie tzsche ' s  d iscuss ion  o f  r e f e r e n c e  m e r g e s  
wi th  his c r i t ique  o f  t r u t h  as c o r r e s p o n d e n c e ,  fo r  to s p e a k  o f  an  object ive  
r e f e r e n t  o u t s i d e  o f  the  r e l a t i o n s h i p  with t ha t  which  r e f e r s  to it is to s p e a k  o f  
an  " in- i tself ."  A n d  this " in- i t se l f"  is, f o r  Nie tzsche ,  p r e s u p p o s e d  by a co r r e -  
s p o n d e n c e  t h e o r y  o f  t ru th :  " T h e  c o n c e p t  ' t r u t h '  is nonsens ica l .  T h e  en t i r e  
d o m a i n  o f  ' t r ue - f a l s e '  app l i e s  on ly  to re la t ions ,  no t  to an  ' in- i tsel f '  " (WM 
6~5).  Fo r  t r u t h  as c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  to be  o f  any  va lue  f o r  m a n ,  he  wou ld  h a v e  

to k n o w  w h a t  the  t h ing  was in- i tse l f  so as to d e t e r m i n e  w h e t h e r  o r  no t  his 
l inguist ic  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  a d e q u a t e l y  c o r r e s p o n d e d  to it. Bu t  m a n  is no t  p r ivy  
to such  k n o w l e d g e :  he  s imp ly  lacks the  o r g a n s  to m a k e  such  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  
r e g a r d i n g  the  r e a l m  o f  the  in- i tse l f  (see FW 354). L a c k i n g  such  o rgans ,  w h a t  
m a n  is lef t  wi th  is l a n g u a g e :  a "p roces s  o f  abb rev i a t i on"  (]GB 258), " concep -  
tua l  m u m m i e s "  (GD " ' R e a s o n '  in Ph i l o sophy"  l) a n d  "pe t r i f i ed  words"  (M 
47). A n d  i n a s m u c h  as l a n g u a g e  d e t e r m i n e s  t h o u g h t ,  i n a s m u c h  as "we cease to 

,s For a recent attempt to retain a notion of reference within a metaphorical account of 
language, see Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, translated by Robert Czerny, (Toronto: Uni- 
versity of Toronto Press, 1977). In arguing for tile autonomy of poetical and philosophical 
discourse, Ricoeur offers a "tensional" theory of "live metaphor" as an alternative to the view of 
philosophical concepts as "dead metaphors" that he finds Derrida, in "White Mythology," ap- 
propriating from Nietzsche. In this context, Ricoeur outlines a theory of "split" or "displayed 
reference": "the metaphorical statement is precisely the one that points out most clearly the 
relationship between suspended reference and displayed reference. Just as the metaphorical 
statement captures its sense as metaphorical midst the ruins of the literal sense, it also achieves 
its reference upon the ruins of what might be called (in symmetrical fashion) its literal refer- 
ence. If it is true that literal sense and metaphorical sense are articulated within an interpreta- 
tion, so too it is within an interpretation that a second-level reference, which is properly the 
metaphorical reference, is set free by means of the suspension of the first-level reference" (a~ 1). 
In the concluding chapter of The Rule of Metaphor, Ricoeur uses this theory of displayed refer- 
ence to support his view that metaphorical truth, as a "re-description of reality," is found in the 
tension between the suspended literal reference and the displayed figurative reference of a 
living metaphor. 
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think when we refuse to do so under  the constraint of  language" (WM 522; 
see also JGB s o l  our intellect cannot but miscarry in its attempt to give birth 
to knowledge and truth. 

An example of  such a miscarriage is revealed in Nietzsche's critique of  
logic. Logic commits many of the same mistakes which Nietzsche had previ- 
ously attributed to language. Originally intended as a "means of  facilitation" 
and "not as truth" (WM 538), logic arose as an aid to communication: "That 
communication is necessary, and that for there to be communication some- 
thing has to be firm, simplified, capable of  precision (above all in the identical 
case . . . ) .  For it to be communicable, however, it must be experienced as 
adapted, as 'recognizable.' The material of  the senses adapted by the under- 
standing reduced to rough outlines, made similar, subsumed under related 
matters. Thus the fuzziness and chaos of  sense impressions are, as it were, 
logicized" (WM 569). This creation of  "identical cases" is analogous to what 
Nietzsche had earlier spoken of  as the "making equal what is unequal" that 
stands at the origin of  language (see MA VI, 58; KGW III, 4: 191236]; P 
15o ). Thus  logic, like language, is essentially falsification: "the will to logical 
truth can be carried through only after a fundamental falsification of  all 
events is assumed. [ . . .  ] logic does not spring from the will to truth" (WM 
5t2). It is thus "owing to a requirement of  logic" that "thingness" is in- 
vented, because "logic handles only formulas for what remains the same" 
(WM 558, 517). It is the "thing," "being," the logician's "self-identical 'A' " 
that logic must in each case presuppose. But the question remains to be 
asked: "Are the axioms of  logic adequate to reality or are they a means and 
measure for us to create reality, the concept 'reality' for ourselves?" (WM 
516). Nietzsche's judgment  as to the adequation of  logic is the same as his 
judgment  regarding language: "Logic is the attempt to comprehend the 
actual world by means of  a scheme of being posited by ourselves; more 
correctly, to make it formulatable and calculatable for us" (WM 516). Logic, 
like language, "is founded upon suppositions to which nothing in the actual 
world corresponds" (MAM 11) and its propositions contain "no criterion of 
truth" but posit "an imperative concerning that which should count as true" 
(WM 516). That  which both logic and language, as instruments of man's 
desire for knowledge, presuppose are conditions which are completely lack- 
ing in the actual world: fixity, enduring constancy, stasis, identity; in a word, 
Being. Thus, at the bottom of Nietzsche's criticism of logic, as well as his 
rejections of  the correspondence theory and referential theory stands one of  
Nietzsche's basic tenets: "Knowledge and becoming exclude one another" 
(WM 517). To the task of  unpacking this tenet and the consequences that it 
has for Nietzsche's conception of  language we must now turn. 

Because the world is, for Nietzsche, marked by the complete absence of  
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stasis, of  fixity, and because knowledge and language both require as their 
basic presupposition a notion of  static identity over time, the conclusions 
which our intellectual faculties draw from the world can be nothing other 
than illusory. In his early writings, Nietzsche spoke of  knowledge as working 
with petrified concepts and congealed metaphors which, while necessary, 
could not in principle accurately capture the world as a Heraclitean flux or 
process of  continual becoming. In his later works, he continues to adhere to 
this judgment .  The  means of  expression which language has at its disposal 
are "useless for expressing becoming" and it is only as a consequence of  "our 
inevitable need to preserve ourselves that we posit a crude world of  stability, 
of  'things,' etc." (WM 715). Insofar as "the character of  the world in a state 
of  becoming is incapable of  formulation," there is needed a fictitious world 
of "subject," "substance," "reason," "being," "truth"; that is, an ordered, 
simplified, falsified, artificially distinguished world that is "known" (see WM 
517). It is this falsified world of  "conceptual mummies" that occupies the 
philosophers: "Philosophy, as I alone still admit, as the universal form of 
history, as the attempt to somehow describe and abbreviate in signs Heraclit- 
ean becoming (as if translated and mummified in a type of  apparent Being 
[Sein])" (KGW VII, 3: 36127]) �9 

While philosophers believe that their conceptual knowledge provides 
them with essential definitions of  the world as it is in-itself, nothing could be 
more mistaken inasmuch as "all concepts in which an entire process is semi- 
otically concentrated [ein ganzer Prozess semiotisch zussammenfasst] elude defini- 
tion: only that which has no history is definable" (GM II 13). And for 
Nietzsche, insofar as all aspects of  the world are engaged in the eternal 
process of  becoming, all our  words and concepts will be such semiotic con- 
centrations. The  philosopher's world of  conceptual knowledge is therefore a 
consequence of  his inattention to becoming or "lack of  historical sense." 
Nietzsche singles out this "lack of  historical sense, their hatred o f  even the 
idea of  becoming, their Egyptianism" as one of the central "idiosyncracies" 
of  philosophers. The consequence of  this philosophical Egyptianism is that 
"they think they are doing a thing honor when they dehistoricize it, sub specie 
aeterni,--when they make a mummy of it. All that philosophers have han- 
dled for millenia has been conceptual mummies; nothing actual has escaped 
from their hands alive" (GD " 'Reason' in Philosophy" 1). This "dehistoriza- 
tion" [Enthistorisiren], which is a consequence of  our linguistic inability to 
express becoming, is essential to all our claims to knowledge and is, in part, 
why Nietzsche continues to claim, throughout his writings, that all our 
"knowledge," all our "truth," is "false." 

Nietzsche does not content himself, however, with merely asserting that all 
our knowledge is false. Rather, he endeavors to explain, to a certain extent, how 
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such a state o f  affairs could have arisen. In his early writings, he spoke of  
knowledge as an an th ropomorph ic  translation of  the actual world into terms 
which man  can unders tand .  In his later works, this position is still maintained 
inasmuch as Nietzsche continues to view knowledge as operat ing by means o f  
language as a h u m a n  creation imposed on the world of  becoming. In particu- 
lar, the apparen t  grounds  for this view center on two features of  Nietzsche's 
characterization o f  knowledge: first, the claim that consciousness and lan- 
guage, which together  give rise to the various claims of  knowledge, are "surface 
phenomena" ;  and  second, that knowledge amounts  to little more than a trans- 
lation o f  what is strange and novel into what is old and familiar. 

Demonstra t ing the superficiality of  consciousness is a consistent theme in 
Nietzsche's later writings and this view comes to be articulated in terms of  
the relation between thinking and language ( " . . .  we think only in the form of  
l anguage- -"  [WM 52~]) and  the social origin of  both consciousness and 
language. In a note f rom the Winter  1883--84, Nietzsche outlines his task: 

It must be shown to what extent everything conscious remains on the surface: how an 
action and the image of an action differ, how little one knows of what precedes an 
action: how fantastic are our feelings of "freedom of will," "cause and effect": how 
thoughts are only images, how words are only signs: the inexplicability of every 
action: the superficiality of all praise and blame: how essentialfiction and imagination 
[Erfindung und Einbildung] are in which we dwell consciously: how all our words refer 
to fictions (our affects, also) and how the bond between man and man depends on 
the transmission and elaboration of these fictions . . . .  (WM 676; KGW VII, 1: 24116]) 

Nietzsche's clearest s ta tement  o f  the outcome of  his investigation into the 
superficiality o f  consciousness appears in section 354 of  The Gay Science. In 
this section, Nietzsche views consciousness as being, for the most part, a 
"superf luous" mir ror  o f  our  life which develops in proport ion to man's 
capacity and need for communicat ion:  "consciousness is really only a net o f  
communicat ion between h u m a n  beings--i t  is only as such that it had to 
develop: a solitary h u m a n  being who lived like a beast of  prey would not 
have needed it." Consciousness thus does not belong to man's individual 
existence but is, rather,  a consequence of  his "social or herd  nature."  Con- 
scious thinking is, therefore,  only a small part  o f  man's cognitive life, "the 
most superficial and  worst part" which "takes the form of words, which is to say 
signs of communication." This harsh j u d g e m e n t  against consciousness is the 
consequence of  Nietzsche's view that only what is "average" and "common"  
in man can be communicated:  "Fundamental ly ,  all our  actions are al together 
incomparably personal, unique,  and infinitely individual, there is no doubt  
of  that; but  as soon as we translate them into consciousness, they no longer 
seem to be." The  value which consciousness has is strictly one o f  utility: as a 
member  o f  a social communi ty  (the "herd"),  we must disclose ourselves to 
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other members of  the community. To make such a self-disclosure, we must 
become self-conscious, which amounts to making what is individual and 
unique about our experience "average" and capable of being communicated. 
This conclusion Nietzsche calls 

the essence of phenomenalism and perspectivism as I understand them: owing to the 
nature of animal consciousness, the world of which we can become conscious is only a 
surface- and sign-world, a more common, a meaner world [nur eine Oberfli~chen- und 
Zeichenwelt ist, eine verallgemeinte, eine vergemeinerte Welt],--whatever becomes conscious 
becomes by the same token shallow, then, relatively stupid, general, sign, herd-signal: 
all becoming-conscious involves a great and thorough corruption, falsification, reduc- 
tion to superficialities, and generalizations. 

This conclusion, which echoes Nietzsche's criticism of language itself, can 
be seen as well in the second feature of his characterization of knowledge 
which we will examine, that is, the view of knowledge as a sort of "pigeon- 
holing," a Rubrizieren: knowledge as a reduction/translation of what is 
strange (in)to what is familiar ("was bekannt ist, ist erkannt" [FW 355]). Nietz- 
sche asks "What do they want when they want 'knowledge' [Erkenntniss]?" 
And he answers: "Nothing more than this: something strange is to be re- 
duced to something familiar [etwas Bekanntes]" (FW 355). With this play on 
words (bekannt/erkannt/Erkenntnis/Bekanntes), Nietzsche reinforces his earlier 
criticism of  language, knowledge, and consciousness. Language, insofar as it 
functions through designating as the same things which are only similar, is 
essentially reductive. Furthermore, consciousness and knowledge, insofar as 
they are possible only in and through language, are equally reductive. Both 
operate by means of  incorporating what is new into a systematic framework 
of familiar categories: "In our thought, the essential feature is fitting new 
material into old schemas ( = Procrustes' bed), making equal what is new" 
(WM 499). "Explanation [Erkli~rung]: that is the expression of a new thing by 
means of  the signs of  things already known" (KGW VII, 3: 34[249]). We saw 
above, in our examination of  section 354 of  The Gay Science, Nietzsche's 
criticism of the linguistic reductionism at the origin of consciousness. In the 
following section of The Gay Science, we find Nietzsche criticizing this same 
reductionism at the origin of knowledge: "isn't our need for knowledge 
precisely this need for the familiar, the will to uncover under everything 
strange, unusual, and questionable something that no longer disturbs us? Is 
it not the instruct of fear that bids us to know? And is the jubilation of those 
who attain knowledge not the jubilation over the restoration of a sense of 
security?" (FW 355; see also M 26) 

By tracing the genealogy of knowledge back to a desire for security, 
Nietzsche links this critique with the previous criticism of consciousness in 
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that  the security which follows f rom the reduct ion  o f  the strange and ques- 
t ionable to the familiar  is again a sign o f  the herd.  Not s trong enough  to 
conf ron t  a world o f  novelty, one  seeks to translate all that  is new into the 
convent ional  wisdom o f  the communi ty  o f  which one  is a part  and th rough  
which one  is n u r t u r e d  and preserved.  Such translating is an essential func- 
tion o f  language,  and  Nietzsche's j u d g m e n t  regard ing  the linguistic reduc-  
t ionism at the origin o f  consciousness and language is the same: "We no 
longer  have a sufficiently high estimate o f  ourselves when we communicate .  
Our  t rue  exper iences  are  not  at all garrulous  . . . .  In all talk there  lies a grain 
o f  contempt .  Language,  it seems, was invented only for  what is average, 
med ium,  communicable .  With language,  the speaker  immediately vulgarizes 
himself"  (GD "Skirmishes o f  an Untimely Man" 26). 

In the p reced ing  pages, we have seen how Nietzsche's theory  o f  language 
funct ions as an essential aspect o f  his later thinking. Insofar  as language is a 
mere  semiotic, a simplified, falsified, man-made  sign-system, and insofar as 
all th inking is possible only in and  th rough  the means which language pro- 
vides, the "knowledge"  and " t ru th"  which are  der ived f rom language are 
seen by Nietzsche to fail to do  the job  which they are  thought  to pe r fo rm.  
Thus ,  Nietzsche concludes that  "knowledge" is merely a collection o f  per- 
spectival illusions which, while necessary for  the preservat ion o f  the h u m a n  
species, stands as a funct ion not  o f  t ru th  but  o f  power. This  conclusion is 
summar ized  by Nietzsche in the following note  o f  Spr ing  1888: 

On epistemology: merely empirical: 

There exists neither "spirit," nor reason, nor thinking, nor consciousness, nor 
soul, nor will, nor truth: all are fictions that are of no use. There is no question of 
"subject and object," but of a particular species of animal that can prosper only 
through a certain relative correctness, above all, regularity of its perceptions (so that it 
can accumulate exper ience) . . .  

Knowledge works as a tool of power. Hence it is plain that it increases with every 
increase of p o w e r . . .  

The meaning of "knowledge": here, as in the case of "good" or "beautiful," the 
concept is to be regarded in a strict and narrow anthropomorphic and biological sense. 
In order for a particular species to maintain itself and increase its power, its conception 
of reality must comprehend enough of the calculable and constant for it to base a 
scheme of behavior on it. The utility of preservation, not some abstract-theoretical need 
not to be deceived, stands as the motive behind the development of the organs of 
knowledge. . ,  they develop in such a way that their observations suffice for our 
preservation. In other words: the measure of the desire for knowledge depends upon 
the measure to which the will to power grows in a species: a species grasps a certain 
amount of reality in order to become master of it, in order to press it into service. 

The mechanistic concept of motion is already a translation of the original process 
into the sign language of sight and touch. 
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The concept "atom," the distinction between the "seat of a driving force and the 

force itself," is a sign-language derived from our logical-psychical world. 
We cannot change our means of expression at will: it is possible to understand to 

what extent they are merely semiotic. 
The demand for an adequate mode of expression is senseless: it is of the essence of a 

language, a means of expression, to express a mere relationship . . .  The concept 
"truth" is contradictory. . .  The entire domain of "true .... false" applies only to rela- 
tions, not to an "in-itself". . .  Nonsense: there is no "essence-in-itself," it is relations 
that constitute an essence, just as there can be no "knowledge-in-itself."... (KGW 
VIII, 3:14112a]; WM 48o, 625. All ellipses and emphasis are Nietzsche's.) 

We will conclude our  examinat ion of  Nietzsche's theory of  language with 
a more  detailed investigation o f  what is perhaps the most sustained instance 
o f  Nietzsche's a t tempt  to deconstruct  a philosophical construction which he 
finds to be a linguistic illusion. This illusion is "the seduction of  language 
(and of  the fundamenta l  errors of  reason that are petrified in it) which 
conceives and  misconceives all effects as condit ioned by something that 
causes effects, by a ' s ub j ec t , ' . . . "  (GM I 13). For Nietzsche, as we have seen, 
words continually lead us astray and f rom the investigation into the relation 
between language and  knowledge he concludes that "language contains a 
h idden  philosophical mythology which, however careful we may be, breaks 
out  afresh at every moment"  (WS i l). The  belief in the subject or ego is a 
central figure in this mythological constellation which finds a "firm form in 
the functions o f  language and grammar"  (WM 631). Nietzsche is careful to 
distinguish the problem of  linguistic illusion with which he is concerned 
f rom the "epistemological" opposition of  subject and object. These linguistic 
illusions are not  the consequence of  a subject's being confronted with exter- 
nal objects that  are then  misperceived or  mislabeled. He thus leaves the 
distinction of  subject and object to "the epistemologists, who have become 
entangled in the snares of  g rammar  (the metaphysics of  the people)" (FW 
354). Instead, Nietzsche confronts  the more fundamenta l  problem of  the 
linguistic illusion which gives rise to the belief in the subject itself. This 
illusion, a " rude  fetishism" (GD " 'Reason' in Philosophy" 5), is the result of  
our  "grammatical  custom" of  positing a doer  in addit ion to the deed. 

Nietzsche frequent ly singles out  Descartes as the prime example of  the 
philosopher seduced by this linguistic illusion. Descartes is, in effect, taken in 
by language: " 'There  is thinking: therefore  there is something that thinks': 
this is the upshot  o f  all Descartes' argumentat ion.  But this means positing as 
' t rue a priori '  our  belief in the concept of  substance:-- that  when there is 
though t  there has to be something ' that thinks' is simply a formulat ion of  
our  grammatical  custom that adds a doer  to every deed" (WM 484; for 
Nietzsche's critique of  Descartes, see also K G W  VII, 3: 40[ 16, 20, 23] ). Tha t  
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there is an 'T '  which thinks, that this ego is the cause of  thinking and is 
known as an " immediate  certainty" begs all the metaphysical questions which 
it was supposed to have answered (see JGB t6). Far from arriving at an 
Archimedean  point o f  foundat ional  knowledge which will serve to g round  
the construction of  Descartes' metaphysical system, the Cartesian belief in 
the ego as an " immediate  certainty" is nothing but an inference "according 
to the grammatical  habit: 'There  is an activity; every activity requires an 
agent, consequent ly-- '  " (]GB 17). The  subject as an under ly ing substratum 
behind action is thus viewed by Nietzsche to be the consequence of  an 
"eternal  grammatical  b lunder"  (M 12o). Nietzsche likens the belief in the 
subject to the artificial separation of  l ightning from its flash, taking the latter 
for an action, an operat ion of  an under ly ing neutral  substratum (the subject) 
called "lightning." He concludes: "But  there is no such substratum; there is 
no 'being' behind doing, effecting, becoming; 'the doer '  is merely a fiction 
added  to the d e e d - - t h e  deed is everything" (GM I 13). 

The  addit ion o f  this substratum, as we have seen, is a consequence of  our  
inability to comprehend  the process of  becoming: we set up a word at the 
horizon of  our  knowledge ,  at the point at which our  ignorance begins (see 
WM 482). But in each case of  naming,  the "thing" named and the "word" 
itself remain  mere  designations which bring us no closer to the "truth."  
Nietzsche thus continues to assert, regarding all the epistemological claims 
drawn f rom our  linguistically informed thinking, that "we have not got away 
f rom the habit into which our  senses and language seduce us. Subject, ob- 
ject, a doer  added  to the doing, the doing separated from that which it does: 
let us not  forget  that  this is mere  semiotics and nothing real" (WM 634). 

While we have focused on Nietzsche's de-construction of  the subject/ego 
as a consequence of  the philosopher 's entanglement  within the nets of  lan- 
guage, this is by no means an isolated example of  his strategy of  linguistically 
dismantl ing what he views to be a philosophical construction. In fact, at one 
level o f  analysis, all of  the metaphysicians'  and epistemologists' articles of  
faith are seen by Nietzsche to be "grammatical  blunders." Selecting just  a few 
of  the more noteworthy examples, we find the following: 

"thinking": " 'Thinking,' as epistemologists conceive it, simply does not occur; 
it is a quite arbitrary fiction, arrived at by selecting one element 
from the process and eliminating all the rest, an artificial arrange- 
ment for the purpose of intelligibility" (WM 477; cf. WM 5ol). 

"thing": "A 'thing' is the sum of its effects, synthetically united by a con- 
cept or image" (WM 551 ; cf. WM 634). "Linguistic means of ex- 
pression are useless for expressing 'becoming'; it accords with our 
inevitable need to preserve ourselves to posit a crude world of 
stability, of 'things,' etc." (WM 715). 
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"will": "Weakness of the will: that is a metaphor that can prove misleading. 
For there is no will, and consequently neither a strong nor a weak 
will" (WM 46). "Willing seems to me to be above all something compli- 
cated, something that is a unit only as a word--and it is precisely in 
this one word that the popular prejudice lurks, which has defeated 
the always inadequate caution of philosophers" (]GB 19). 

"motion": "Motion is a word, motion is not a cause" (KGW VIII,  3: 14198]; 
cf. WM 634, 635 ). 

"cause "There are neither causes nor effects. Linguistically, we do not 
and effect": know how to rid ourselves of them" (WM 551 ; cf. GD "The Four 

Great Errors" 1, 9, 3). 
"natural law": " 'Regularity' in succession is only a metaphorical expression, a s / f  

a rule were being followed here; not a fact. In the same way 
'conformity with a law' " (WM 632; ci r. WM 634). 

"soul": "For, formerly, one believed in 'the soul' as one believed in gram- 
mar and the grammatical subject: one said T is the condition, 
'think' is the predicate and conditioned--thinking is an activity to 
which thought must supply a subject as cause" (]GB 54). 

F r o m  this collection o f  remarks ,  we can see that  Nietzsche's task as the 
reva lua to r  o f  all values involves an ex t ended  cri t ique o f  the philosophical  
articles o f  faith which are  der ived  f r o m  o u r  linguistic situation. In  fact, there  
is evidence  tha t  this s t ra tegy o f  linguistic de-const ruct ion makes  up  an essen- 
tial aspect  o f  the Nietzschean t ransvaluat ion:  

Language belongs in its origin to the age of the most rudimentary form of psychol- 
ogy: we find ourselves in the midst of a rude fetishism when we call to mind the basic 
presuppositions of the metaphysics of language [der Sprach-Metaphysik]--which is to 
say, of  reason. It is this which sees everywhere deed and doer; this which believes in 
will as cause in general; this which believes in the "ego," in the ego as being, in the 
ego as substance, and which projects its belief in the ego-substance on to all things-- 
only thus does it create the concept " th ing" . . .  Being is everywhere thought in,foisted 
on, as cause; it is only from the conception "ego" that there follows, derivatively, the 
concept " B e i n g " . . . .  At the beginning stands the great fateful error that the will is 
something which produces an effect--that will is a faculty . . . .  Today we know it is 
merely a word . . . .  (GD " 'Reason' in Philosophy" 5) 

Th i s  passage,  which reveals " reason,"  "will," "cause," "effect," "ego," "being," 
"substance,"  and  " thing" to be  m e r e  words,  m e r e  linguistic "fetishes" which 
c o r r e s p o n d  to "no th ing  real," makes  clear  that  the d ismant l ing  o f  metaphysi -  
cal l anguage  C. �9 �9 we really ough t  to f ree  ourselves f r o m  the seduct ion o f  
words!"  [JGB 16]) will be a necessary task if a t ransvaluat ion o f  values is to be 
accompl ished.  As such, the ove rcoming  o f  the metaphysical  presuppos i t ions  
o f  l anguage  is int imately l inked to a n o t h e r  o f  Nietzsche's r equ i r emen t s  for  
the task o f  t ransvaluat ion:  the dea th  o f  God.  

It is no more than a moral prejudice that truth is worth more than a mere 
appearance; . . .  Indeed, what forces us at all to suppose that there is an essential 
opposition of "true" and "false"? Is it not sufficient to assume degrees of  apparent- 
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ness and, as it were, lighter and darker shadows and shades of appearance--different 
valeurs to use the language of painters? Why couldn't the world that concerns us--be a 
fiction? And if somebody asked, "but to a fiction there surely belongs an a u t h o r ? -  
couldn't one answer simply: why? Doesn't this "belongs" perhaps belong to the fiction, 
too? Is it not permitted to be a bit ironical about the subject no less than the predicate 
and object? Shouldn't philosophers be permitted to rise above faith in grammar? All 
due respect for governesses---but hasn't the time come for philosophy to renounce 
the faith of governesses? (JGB 34) 

God, the ult imate founda t ion  o f  those values which will be revalued,  is 
himself  revealed to be linguistically derived: God is the doe r  who is added  to 
the deed  o f  the world,  he is the great  au thor  to whom philosophers faith- 
fully at tr ibute responsibility for  the creation of  the cosmological text which 
we call "world." And  so long as we all cont inue to believe in grammar ,  in the 
metaphysical  and  epistemological presupposi t ions which are concealed 
within language,  we will cont inue  to believe in God: "I fear  we are not 
getting rid o f  God because we still believe in g rammar"  (GD " 'Reason' in 
Philosophy" 5). Just  as God must  die for  the overman to live and prosper  by 
means o f  a t ransvaluat ion o f  all values, so too our  faith in the authori ty  o f  
language must  be suspended  if a transvaluation is to be possible. 

We can conclude the examinat ion of  Nietzsche's conception of  language 
with his raising this quest ion o f  authori ty,  o f  author-i ty and text. Before  I 
close, however,  let me address what would seem to be an obvious question 
raised by the preced ing  discussion, namely, what is the status of  Nietzsche's 
own language? Does he simply provide ano ther  metaphorical ,  an thropo-  
mophic  express ion in his account  o f  the metaphorical  nature  of  language? '4 
And if so, what do his metaphors  o f fe r  that the metaphors  of  the tradit ion 
("correspondence ,"  " reference ,"  " t ruth")  do not? It seems to me that 
Nietzsche cannot  claim any author i ty  for  his language, that is, he cannot  
claim to be providing a meta-linguistic (and the re fore  non-metaphorical)  
descript ion o f  philosophical language. Moreover ,  on a n u mb er  of  occasions, 
he freely admits that his own discourse is likewise imprisoned within meta- 
phor  and  in terpre ta t ion.  This  is to say, Nietzsche explicitly acknowledges, 
for  example ,  that "Dionysus" is a "myth,"  that the "eternal  recurrence"  is a 
"thought of a possibility" (KGW V, 2: a 112o3] ), that "overman"  is a "me taphor"  
(WM 866), and that the "will to power"  is only an interpretat ion (]GB 22). In 
making such admissions, Nietzsche re-affirms the conclusions of  his analysis 
o f  language.  This  re-aff i rmat ion has a very positive consequence,  however,  

,4 Arthur Danto raises a similar question when he considers the "paradox" of perspectiv- 
ism: "Does Perspectivism entail that Perspectivism itself is but a perspective, so that the truth of 
this doctrine entails that it is false?" (Danto, Nietzsche as Philosopher, 8o.) Walter Kaufmann, in 
Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1974), 
also addresses the issue of Nietzsche's possible self-refutation; see ~o4-o 7. 
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for in refusing to sanction his own discussion as a "true" or "correct" descrip- 
tion of  "reality," Nietzsche suggests that a transvaluation of  values will be ac- 
companied by a recognition of  the universal scope of  the activity of  interpreta- 
tion. That  is to say, inasmuch as we have no access to "reality" other than 
through the interpretations and metaphors which we impose from our per- 
spectivally-determined situation (see WM 6oo), the hope for an "accurate" or 
"true" description of  this "reality" must be given up. Against the fixed and 
limited methods directed by the "will to truth," Nietzsche suggests that we 
proceed as adventurers "in the midst o f  the ocean of  becoming" (M 314). 
Because no single method is sufficient for knowledge of  becoming, we must be 
able to experiment with perspectives. This perspectival experimentation is 
opposed to the philosophical dogmatism which endeavors to acquire one set of  
opinions (i.e., the "truth") for all situations and events of  life (cf. MAM 618). Of  
philosophical dogmatism, Nietzsche remarks that perhaps it is time to compre- 
hend " . . .  how little used to be sufficient to furnish the cornerstone for such 
sublime and unconditional philosophers' edifices as the dogmatists have built 
so far,--any old popular superstition from time immemorial (like the soul 
superstition which, in the form of the subject and ego superstition, has not even 
yet ceased to do mischief), some play on words perhaps, a seduction by gram- 
mar, or an audacious generalization of  very narrow, very personal, very hu- 
man, all-too-human facts" (]GB preface). 

The error which the dogmatist makes is not so much substantive, in that 
he arrives at the wrong truth, but methodological, in that he denies perspec- 
tive, "the basic condition of  all life" (]GB preface). It is this same philosophi- 
cal error of  dogmatically narrowing perspective and proclaiming one per- 
spective as "true" while denying the legitimacy of  all others that is at the 
center of  Nietzsche's critical transvaluation of  both morality (see JGB 188) 
and Christianity (see A 9). In each case, Nietzsche views this narrowing of  
perspective and the refusal to experiment with alternative perspectives as a 
sign of  weakness: "the greater the impulse toward unity, the more firmly 
may one conclude that weakness is present; the greater the impulse towards 
variety, differentiation, inner decay, the more force is present" (WM 655). If  
there is a criterion by which to judge  our interpretations, it is thus not their 
"truth." In the place of  "truth," Nietzsche suggests a genealogical criterion: 
the affirmation of  life. Because life is an enigmatic multiplicity which must 
be mastered, because there is "no limit to the ways in which the world can be 
interpreted" (WM 6oo), we require an interpretive approach which allows us 
to experiment with a plurality of  perspectives: " . . .  every elevation of man 
brings with it the overcoming of  narrower interpretations; that every 
strengthening and increase of  power opens up new perspectives and means 
believing in new horizons--this idea permeates my writings" (WM 616). It is 
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toward precisely this end that Nietzsche's critique of philosophical language 
has been directed, for in freeing the activity of  interpretation from the 
dogmatic, life-negating constraints of  divine and linguistic authority, 
Nietzsche's deconstruction of  epistemology opens the text of becoming to an 
unending,  pluralistic play of  interpretation. To  appraise the contribution 
which this pluralistic approach might make to the contemporary dialogue 
concerning hermeneutics  and theories of interpretation, we would need to 
examine what is entailed by Nietzsche's replacing "truth" with "affirmation 
of life" as the standard according to which interpretations are judged.  This 
examination is, however, beyond the scope of the present discussion. '5 

Purdue University 

,5 I have developed some of the methodological consequences of Nietzsche's approach to 
interpretation in "Between Perspectivism and Philology: Genealogy as Hermeneutic" (unpub- 
lished). See also "Nietzsche and the Question of Interpretation: Hermeneutics, Deconstruction, 
Pluralism" (Ph.D. dissertation, Purdue University, 1983), esp. chapters 4 and 5. 


